
Options when Cutting Mortice and Tenons 

 Part I 

In this series of articles I will look at various ways of cutting the most common of woodworking joints, 

the mortice and tenon. The joint is simple, just a stub (the tenon) cut in the end of a piece that fits into a 

hole (the mortice) in the side of another piece. This gives a large gluing surface and also a mechanical 

hold. 

The way you go about cutting this joint depends on what tools you have available and how adventurous 

you are in using them. In this series I will start by describing cutting the joint entirely by hand and 

progressively introduce more mechanization. This is not intended as a “how to” step by step guide more 

as an investigation of possible problems and advise about technique. 

Hand cut mortice and tenon. 

While this method may not be the quickest it is the only method if you do not have any machinery, 

some woodworkers also get great satisfaction cutting the joint entirely by hand. 

The secret of cutting a good hand mortice and tenon is concentration on method, this means: 

 Careful preparation of the timber. Planing face side and face edge and accurate gauging to 

width and thickness. For more on planing face side and face edge check out my Youtube video 

 Accurate marking out. 

o When marking out identical parts (mortices on table legs for instance) clamp them 

together so that you can mark all parts in one go. 

 
o Set the mortice guage carefully to the width of the chisel that will be used to chop the 

mortice. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJfD0-fFAzI&feature=plcp


 
 

o Always mark the mortices and their related tenons at the same time, in this way the 

mortice guage is unlikely to be reset in between. 

 Careful cutting. 

o The first line of cuts of the mortice chisel should be very accurate between the guage 

lines. After the first cuts the chisel just drops into the slot. 

o Never try to pare away the sides of the mortice. The width of the mortice and tenon 

has been defined by the width of the chisel, paring will only introduce inaccuracy. 

o Always chop the mortice standing at the end of the piece so that you can eye whether 

the chisel is vertical. The mortice out of vertical is one of the most common problems 

with mortice and tenons.  

 
This shot show me cutting a mortice with the work in the vice. I have since decided that 

the job may be better done with the work clamper to the bench top. 

 

 

 



o The shoulders of the tenon must be in line. If not one shoulder will fit snugly while the 

other may have gaps. To cut shoulders accurately follow the sawing square method in 

my Youtube video “How to saw straight”  

o Saw the cheeks of the tenon with the saw on the waste side of the line, but with the 

edge of the kerf just kissing the guage line. Practice a few times on a piece of scrap if 

you are not confident about this. It is better to try to get the tenon right from the saw 

rather than saw it over width and pare it back to size. 

 

 Careful analysis of problems. Some joints will not go together properly first time. Be methodical 

in analyzing what the problem may be.  

o Joint too tight or too loose. If it’s too loose it depends by how much. If it’s very loose 

stick some veneer on the side of the tenon to correct it, decide which side of the tenon 

it should be to keep it aligned with the mortice piece. If it is too tight insert the tenon in 

diagonally, if it fits then the tightness must be in the opposite direction. If the joint is 

tight in thickness correct by paring the tenon across the grain rather than trying to pare 

the mortice. Paring across the grain gives more control.  If the joint is tight in width then 

paring the mortice would usually be the best option.   

 

 
 

o Now that the joint is together first check whether the tenon piece is square with the 

mortice piece by checking with a straight edge laid along the joint. If the tenon piece is 

leaning over pare a little from the  tenon on the side to which it is leaning. It is 

important to check and correct this before going on to the next factor. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VwD83cv_IoQ&feature=plcp


 
 

o Do the shoulders sit down onto the mortice piece properly? If one shoulder is down 

while the other has a gap below it then they may not be in line. Square a line round 

from the shoulder with the gap using a marking knife and then pare back or use a 

shoulder plane to cut back to the line. If both shoulders are not going down properly 

either your tenon is too long or there is an unevenness at the bottom of the mortice. Or 

the shoulders slope up slightly towards the tenon. Check all these factors carefully 

before deciding which are the culprits. 

 

 
Sloping shoulder (also a bit uneven) 

Morticing using the pillar drill 

If you have a lot to do, cutting mortices by hand can get a bit tedious, so this may be the first task you 

look to mechanise. The simplest way is to use a pillar drill to drill out the waste. 

 The best drill bit for this job is a forstner bit. It allows drilling of holes very close to each other 

and also cuts very cleanly. Failing this a lip and spur drill will also work. Select a drill of an 

appropriate size and set the mortice guage to size as you would with a chisel. 



     
Forstner bit   Lip and spur bit              Setting the guage 

 Mark out the mortices and tenons in the usual way, although you will only need to guage the 

mortice on one piece. This will be used to set up the drill, after that the position is defined by 

the set up. 

 Check the drill is aligned vertically to the bed.  This is easier with a lip and spur or twist bit, you 

can swap to a forstner bit after checking. 

 

 Guage the mortice position on a piece of scrap the same dimension as the mortice piece.( In 

fact, when setting up to cut joints mechanically it is worth arranging to have spare off cuts of the 

identical dimensions specially for setting ). Offer up the piece to the drill so that the drill cuts 

precisely between the guage lines  then clamp a fence piece to the bed so that the mortice piece 

can be slid along it. 

 

 Bring the drill bit down to the surface of the piece and set the depth stop to the required 

mortice depth. 



 The mortice can now be drilled. Holding or clamping the mortice piece to the fence take cuts as 

close together as possible, moving the piece along after each drilling. If you are using a forstner 

bit do not go too deep initially else the waste will clog above the bit so the wood is lifted when 

you withdraw the bit. If you have problems with this clamp the piece down.  

 Once you have drilled the waste the mortice should be cleaned up to remove the ribs left after 

drillling. This is where thing can get a bit sloppy. If you have a chisel exactly the same size as the 

drill bit  you can use the width of the chisel to establish the width of the mortice in the same 

way  as with hand cutting. If not you may have to pare the sides of the mortice. If you use a 

forstner and drill very closely together you should get a fairly clean mortice without too much 

cleaning up required. 

 

 

It’s that last bit which I find can introduce error into this method if you do have to pare be very careful 

about it. The other option may be to set the guage (and hence the mortice width) to the width of a 

chisel, use an undersize drill and then clean up to width using the chisel. I find this often leaves more 

ragged sides than cutting by hand. 

The ends of the mortice can be squared up with a chisel. 

You can probably tell I’m not a big fan of this method. In the next part I will look at morticing using the 

router and cutting the tenon using the router inverted in a table. 

 


